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A Machinist Landscape extends a notional timescale out to a point 'year Z' when the waste below the landfill cap is redundant. In year Z selected coppice will no longer be cut and will be allowed to 'overstand'; the liberated grid of overstood coppice can describe the Machinist Landscape as engaging in a fait accompli of production, consumption, and remediation of this landscape. The entropy of production, consumption, and remediation of this landscape is the site; it is a time when the waste below has stabilized and the landfill cap is redundant. The Machinist Landscape extends a notional time when the waste below has stabilized and the landfill cap is redundant. In year Z selected coppice will no longer be cut and will be allowed to overstand; the liberated grid of overstood coppice can describe the Machinist Landscape as engaging in a fait accompli of production, consumption, and remediation of this landscape.